CAFE (Channel Access interFacE) is a C++ library that provides a modern, multifaceted interface to the EPICS-based control system. CAFE makes extensive use of templates and containers with multiple STL-compatible access methods to enhance efficiency, flexibility and performance. Stability and robustness are accomplished by ensuring that connectivity to EPICS channels remains in a well defined state in every eventuality, and results of all synchronous and asynchronous operations are captured and reported with integrity. CAFE presents the user with a number of options for writing and retrieving data to and from the control system. In addition to basic read and write operations, a further abstraction layer provides transparency to more intricate functionality involving logical sets of data; such object sequences are easily instantiated through an XML-based configuration mechanism. CAFE’s suitability for use in a broad spectrum of applications is demonstrated. These range from high performance Qt GUI (Graphical User Interface) control widgets, to event processing agents that propagate data through the Object Managements Group’s Data Distribution Service (OMG-DDS), to script-like frameworks such as MATLAB. The methodology for the modular use of CAFE serves to improve maintainability by enforcing a logical boundary between the channel access components and the programming extensions of the application framework at hand.

CAFE Implementation

- Synchronous, asynchronous, blocking, non-blocking, interaction for individual, collections/groups (configured through XML)
- Data passed through native type but may be presented to client in any meaningful type (true also of enumerated types)
- Callback functions for CA connection, event, access right handlers
- Boost multi-index containers for memory resident PV data objects
- STL-like access methods for fast retrieval/modification of container elements
- Extensive use of templates, CA details well hidden from user

CAFE Library Advantages

- Inherent simplicity and convenience of maintaining CA interface code in a single location
- New CA functionalities in future EPICS releases readily integrated
- Simplifies interface to other domains
- In-house CA client expertise ensures a quick response to problem solving

Q Cafe = Qt + CAFE

Speed, flexibility and power of C++/Qt combined with independent and robust Channel Access using CAFE

CAFE Class Diagram

Q Cafe Monitor and Control Widgets

Monitor and Control Widgets

- Modeled on MEDM wheel widget
- Adjusting the value automatically with the EPICS variable

DDS-CAFE

Data Distribution Service (DDS) is a recent OMG standard: supports high performance publish-subscribe messaging with configurable Quality-of-Service guarantees

Event Processing Agent (EPA) aggregates, verifies, analyzes low-level DBPM data and distributes summarized results through DDS to the GUI. The EPA uses CAFE to establish a callback mechanism to EPICS:

\[
\text{CAFEdesignation = DBPM defined in EPA XML-configuration file}
\]

\[
\text{CAFEdesignation.openGroup \{char * groupName, unsigned long long groupHandle\} throw (CAFEException);}
\]

EPAs are configured dynamically through XML. Applications may be adapted to changes in the accelerator system by simple modification to the configuration files.

Q Cafe Objects

- Cache updated values, optionally execute a script to update widget

Mocha

MATLAB Objects for Channel Access

- Access to all MATLAB primitive data types (analysis of camera data)
- MATLAB oo mocha-aware classes, though intensive computation moved to mocha MEX-file for enhanced performance (orbit / machine data)
- Classes, on initialization, extract static data, i.e. node names, positions from the accelerator XML
- Compilation on a 64-bit Linux server (machine snapshot / 3D simulations)

Mocha monitors:

- Cache updated values, optionally execute a script to update widget (but MATLAB’s Event Listener model may be a better approach)

HARD ROCK CAFE

Acceptance tests from several external APIs have been performed and give us confidence that the CAFE library is in a credible, ‘Hard as Rock’, state and is ready for deployment. Further developments with Q Cafe will lead to superior high performance GUI applications, while integration to Qt Designer will allow control applications to be developed without having to write code. The DDS-CAFE EPAs allow of analyzed low-level DBPM data to be propagated through a state-of-the-art publish-subscribe mechanism, thereby catering for a reactive form of programming. CAFE’s mocha API has demonstrated tangible benefits to application developers, and work towards its consolidation draws near. The approach of having an extensive and flexible, C++ channel access library to serve as a host API for C/C++ based language extensions leads to a thoroughly tested code base for several declarative and domain-specific languages, ultimately reducing and simplifying maintenance of code. If proved effective, then “Hard Rock Cafe’s” mission, “to love all and serve all”, is one that may be equally adopted by our very own brand of “Hard Rock CAFE”.
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